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Over the past week, frontlines have not shifted significantly in Ma’rib with the
heavy ground fighting and intensive bombings concentrated to the south and west
of Ma’rib City, around the Balaq mountains. The ongoing conflict has triggered
widespread displacements to overcrowded internally displaced persons (IDP) sites
in Ma’rib City and Ma’rib Al Wadi, straining public services, infrastructure, and
humanitarian assistance. Since September, 7,553 households or approximately
46,000 people1 have been displaced in Ma’rib – many for the fourth or fifth time –
and displacement sites in Ma’rib have witnessed a nearly ten-fold increase in new
arrivals. Among those affected are some 3,500 migrants that IOM estimates are
stranded throughout the governorate.
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During the month of November , an estimated 16,014 individuals were displaced,
predominantly from Al Jubah district and Sirwah district, to Ma’rib Al Wadi (9,132
0
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new arrivals) and Ma’rib City (6,882 new arrivals). In the past week alone, 624
*up to 27 Nov
individuals were displaced. As the frontlines approach the southern and western
routes of Ma’rib City, IOM’s field teams have experienced difficulties accessing some IDP sites and are monitoring the
situation in two IOM-managed sites currently not accessible by humanitarian actors due to proximity to frontlines. People
are already starting to move from these sites further into Ma’rib City and Ma’rib Al Wadi. Despite the approaching
frontlines, most families have expressed their intention to stay as long as possible in Ma’rib City and Ma’rib Al Wadi districts
where humanitarian actors are present. Conflict experts project increasing threats to civilians, particularly women and
children, with attacks on or near by civilian spaces and IDP sites on the rise.
2

Many are living in overcrowded sites or urban settlements, where the largest gaps are around shelter, non-food items, and
water and sanitation. Many of those displaced are depleting their savings by renting temporary living spaces, going to hotels,
1. Household size of 6
2. Up to 27 November
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or staying in makeshift shelters on the roadside; the conflict caught them by surprise, and they fled in a hurry, leaving behind
their belongings and valuables. Others are also moving into urban displacement sites in Ma’rib City to be closer to services.
With these conditions becoming more and more unbearable, IDPs are asking for shelter assistance as their main need, to
protect them from the cold weather.
As the Organization with the largest presence in Ma’rib, IOM is providing essential relief in 65 IDP and migrant hosting
sites to 200,000 people since the start of 2021, including shelter, health services, household items, water, sanitation, and
hygiene (WASH) services, protection support and cash assistance to cover urgent needs. Since September, IOM’s Camp
Coordination and Camp Management (CCCM) team registered 1,646 households or around 10,000 individuals in 34
IOM-managed sites to ensure that all new arrivals are targeted for assistance based on their needs. Of the new arrivals,
930 households received assistance through the rapid response mechanism (RRM), including basic household items and
cash assistance to meet urgent needs. IOM is also expanding emergency shelter distributions, reaching 450 households this
week. The protection team is responding to the ongoing crisis by assessing and registering 263 displaced individuals for case
management in November; in Al Sowaydah IDP site (the second largest IDP site in the governorate) for example, IOM is
launching a protection assessment in coordination with the Protection Cluster which will capture the current protection
risks and gaps in services. As local authorities expand existing IDP sites or establish new ones, particularly in Ma’rib Al Wadi,
IOM is providing emergency assistance where there are gaps. Between 20-27 November, IOM provided around 11,300
households in seven sites in Al Jufainah with water-trucking and other emergency WASH services. In Ma’rib Al Wadi, where
a new IDP site is being established, IOM will install water points, and distribute water, water tanks and hygiene kits.
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Maintaining the relative stability of Ma’rib is a priority and IOM is concerned about further displacement as well as
the humanitarian impact on civilians. Those who have influence should continue to advocate against an escalation of
hostilities. IOM echoes calls to all parties of the conflict to respect International Humanitarian Law and avoid at all costs
the targeting of civilians.
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MEDICAL SERVICES REACH COMMUNITIES FORCED TO FLEE IN MA’RIB
“It’s such a relief that the mobile clinic frequently stops near my shelter, and that there is always a midwife ready to
offer suitable advice and medicine,” said Zamzam, a 31-year-old mother of three from Ibb who has been displaced
in Al Jufainah for a year.
Conflict and the worsening economic situation have forced many displaced men to search for work elsewhere in the
country. This means that women who must carry the responsibility of providing for their families on their own, with
dwindling resources for even the most basic health services.
“Most pregnant or lactating woman are not in good health, and their babies suffer from malnutrition,” Zamzam
added.

Mobile Clinic providing medical services to a displaced person in Al Jufainah IDP site © IOM 2021 / E. Al Oqabi

IOM has a team of 21 international and 246 national support and programme staff in Ma’rib as well as nearly 200
community mobilizers and enumerators. The team is leading response activities, prioritizing critical needs assessments
and registering newly arrived IDPs for assistance through the RRM. Together with local authorities, the Organization
is coordinating response efforts in Ma’rib through its leadership of the CCCM and Health sub-national clusters, coleadership of the WASH sub-national cluster, Ma’rib-based focal point of the protection cluster, and as S-NFI Contingency
Pipeline Manager.
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